Clustering identities in a video is a useful task to aid in video search, annotation and retrieval, and cast identification. However, reliably clustering faces across multiple videos is challenging task due to variations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are captured in an uncontrolled environment. A person's appearance may vary due to session variations including: lighting and background changes, occlusions, changes in expression and make up.
I. INTRODUCTION
The identity of people within a video is a key piece of information that can be used to search for, summarize and associate videos. Through knowledge of who is present in a video, various applications including media monitoring to identify the time allocated to a particular person in a news broadcast, or editorial support for journalists to find videos related to a particular person, become possible.
To gather identity information across a video corpus, individuals need to be clustered using a biometric such as face. Reliably clustering faces across multiple videos is a challenging task due to variations in the appearance of the faces, as videos are captured in an uncontrolled environment. A person's appearance may vary between images due to session variations including: lighting changes, background changes, occlusions, changes in expression and make up. Within a single video, cues aside from biometric identity are present that can be used to cluster faces. Within a single news video, footage will often cut between several scenes and people, with the same scene/person revisited several times. Furthermore, the target number of people in either a single video or across a corpus is unknown. Consideration also needs to be given to time constraints, as any approach needs to be able to scale to a large number of videos.
Existing systems tend to rely on heuristics, or simple comparison methods to cluster faces. While significant research has been done in the fields of face recognition [1, 2] and clustering within other domains such as audio (i.e. speech diarisation) [3] ; such approaches have not been deployed to cluster faces across a video corpus. Furthermore, existing techniques are typically restricted to clustering within a single video [4, 5] , or across multiple videos where subject's faces appear with a near-frontal pose in consistent conditions [6] .
In this research, we propose a system to cluster faces in broadcast video using the novel Local Total Variability Modelling (TVM) based face recognition approach. We first cluster faces within a single video by using simple cues such as colour, spatial and temporal information; after which we use novel Local TVM face recognition and hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) to cluster faces across the entire corpus. We compare our proposed Local TVM method with six different face recognition approaches using this framework, and show that the Local TVM face clustering approach offers improved performance over the Local GMM-Free Parts (GMM-FP), Local Intersession Variability Modelling (ISV), Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) and TVM approaches. Further, we shows that the TVM clustering system is also orders of magnitude faster when comparing sequences of faces compared to other approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of existing work is presented in Section II; the face clustering framework is explained in Section III. In Section IV, we present the database and evaluation protocols used in this experiment; and in Section V, we present the experimental results. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. EXISTING WORK
Face clustering frameworks consist of three common steps: face detection, feature extraction, and clustering. First, the faces present in a video are detected, after which features are extracted from the faces, and the similarity between pairs of faces (or face tracks) is computed. Finally, a clustering algorithm is used to merge the detected faces. Various researchers have proposed face clustering systems [4, 5, [7] [8] [9] for video, however they are either restricted by assumptions on pose, environment, etc; or they only operate across a single video, rather than a complete corpus.
Pande et al. [4] proposed a method to cluster the faces in a video using a holistic comparison of the face that captured multiple poses, however this approach was limited to clustering within a single video, limiting appearance variations. A similar system was proposed by [7] who used cloth features in addition to facial appearance. However, this approach was also limited by the use of heuristic rules to select a single 978-1-4673-6795-0/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE instance of the face to model. Like [4] , the system of [7] was only used to cluster faces within a single video.
A framework was proposed to detect individuals appearing unusually across multiple videos in [6] . First, face tracks were formed based on detection results, and following normalisation, images with expression variations, head rotation and noise were automatically removed. After that, HAC was used to cluster the face tracks. This method was evaluated using videos captured in outdoor and indoor environments, where subjects faces appear with a near-frontal pose. However, the evaluation is limited with only 5 of the 90 subjects appearing in multiple videos. Another approach using HAC was proposed in [9] to identify the number of people appearing in an image set. In this method 21 facial landmark points were extracted and each landmark is modeled independently using Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis. Two different clustering methods, an online approach and HAC, were evaluated and it was shown that HAC performed best. However this approach was only evaluated on a still image dataset and performance was not compared with other approaches.
One potential difficulty in using video when compared to still images is the large amount of data. While additional face images may help verification, it also leads to increased computational costs. Anantharajah et al. [8] presented a framework that selects the highest quality frames available in a video to cluster the face. Features including face symmetry, sharpness, contrast and brightness are used to cluster faces. Normalized feature scores are fused and frames with high quality scores are used in a Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram Sequence [10] based face clustering system. The framework of [8] is designed to discard face images with pose, illumination and brightness variations. However, several recent techniques such as Local ISV and total variability modeling (TVM) [2] have been proposed to recognize faces in the presence of such variations. Local ISV [11] seek to explicitly model session variations, allowing it to be compensated for when comparing faces. The use of techniques such as these for face clustering in multi-media offers an interesting avenue to improve clustering performance.
III. FACE CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK
In the proposed framework, faces are initially detected using a Haar cascade based frontal face detector [12] . Faces that appear with a high amount of overlap in successive frames are grouped to form a set of face tracks, after which they are clustered within the video using cues such as scene changes and local appearance (see Section III A). A fixed number of images are selected by sampling uniformly within the face track to represent each face. Then these selected images are modelled using face modelling techniques. In this paper seven face modelling techniques are investigated: Local GMM FreeParts (Local GMM-FP), Local Inter Session Variability modelling (Local ISV), Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) [13] , Local Total Variability modelling (Local TVM) and the global counterparts of GMM-FP, ISV and Total Variability modelling (TVM) [2] . Then, the similarity between two face tracks is calculated using one of the above face track modelling method. Finally, HAC is used to merge the face tracks across the video corpus.
A. Clustering Faces within a Single Video
Within a single video, cues aside from biometric identity are present that can be used to cluster faces. Within a single news video, footage will often cut between several scenes and people, with the same scene/person revisited several times. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Given the nature of news video, which frequently features people talking to camera with little motion in the scene (aside from the people talking), it is possible to use simple colour descriptors to locate scene changes, detect when a scene is revisited, and detect when the same face reappears.
To cluster faces within a single video, a haar cascade is used [12] to detect frontal faces. Faces are tracked between frames based on a simple distance criteria: if the Euclidean distance between the centre of the bounding boxes of faces in consecutive video frames is less than a threshold (20 in the proposed system), the faces are assumed to belong to the same person. The only situation in which this merge will not occur is there is a scene change between the two frames.
Scene changes are detected using a set of histograms to model the scene appearance. The video frame is divided into a grid of overlapping regions (3×3 regions with a 50% overlap between regions) and a histogram is built for each region. Each new frame is compared to the current scene model using the average histogram intersection of the set of scene histograms. If the average intersection, D, is less than a threshold (0.75 in the proposed system) then the scene is deemed to have changed, otherwise the scene histograms are updated, using
where H scene r (n) is the updated bin value for region r of the scene histogram, H f rame r (n), is the equivalent region and bin in the current frame, and α is a learning rate (set to 0.99). When a new scene is detected, the model of the previous scene is retained to allow for scenes to be later compared when merging faces.
The appearance of a face is modelled using covariance features [14] . Covariance features are used here as there is no need to build the appearance model for a face progressively (i.e. frame by frame), as is done for scenes. To use covariance features for scene detection/modelling would be very computationally expensive as covariance features would need to be recomputed every frame. As with the scene modelling, faces are split into a grid of overlapping regions (2 × 2 regions with a 50% overlap), and covariance features for the three colour channels are extracted for each region. Covariance features are compared for each region using the method proposed in [15] , scores for the regions are averaged to obtain an overall score, after which the similarity is normalised into the range [0..1] (where 1 is a perfect match), 
where C(i, j) is the similarity between the covariances features belonging to faces i and j; χ(i, j) is the similarity computed using [15] ; and C max (set to 5) is a used to normalise the unbounded
After a video has been processed and segmented into scenes, faces are merged based on their appearance. A similarity matrix between the faces is constructed as follows:
where S(i, j) is the similarity between two faces, i and j; {i 0 , i 1 , ...i p } and {j 0 , j 1 , ...j q } are the sets of frames that contain faces i and j; C(i, j) is the distance between two sets of covariance features; i scene and j scene are the scenes in which the two faces appear; and D(i scene , j scene ) is the distance between the two scene models. This ensures that faces that appear at the same time cannot be merged, faces that occur within the same scene (but different times) are only compared based on the similarity of the face, and all other faces are compared based on both the similarity of the scene and the face. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering is subsequently used to cluster the faces based on the similarity matrix, S.
B. Clustering Faces Across a Corpus
Seven approaches are investigated to compare faces: PLDA [13] , Local GMM-FP [11] , Local ISV [11] , Local TVM and the global counterparts of GMM-FP, ISV and TVM [2] .
PLDA [13] has previously been successfully applied to face clustering [9] . We apply this technique as our base line system to model the face tracks. PLDA models an observation as the sum of a mean and offsets that describe the within subject and between subject variation. Interested readers are referred to [9] for more details.
The local GMM-FP and local ISV techniques both divide a face into a set of R regions and model each region independently. DCT features are extracted from overlapping blocks within the region, which are modelled using a GMM. Local ISV extends local GMM-FP by introducing a region specific subspace that captures session variation, allowing it to suppressed when comparing faces. More information can be found in [11] .
We propose to extend the region based approach in [11] to total variability modelling (TVM) [2] , which we outline in the following subsection.
1) Local Total Variability modelling:
Total Variability modelling (TVM) [2] has been successfully applied to face verification. TVM is written in supervector notation as follows,
where Y i,j represent the mean supervector of the GMM that best represents the j-th image of i-th face track. The term m is the mean super-vector of the UBM. The term T is a low rank rectangular matrix and w i,j is the 'i-vector' and represents the total variability. In this section, a local regions based approach is applied to TVM so that total variability can be locally modelled, allowing the capture of local identity information. A similar concept to that of the Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches is applied by dividing the image into R regions and modelling the TVM in each region independently. Thus for the j-th image of the i-th client in the r-th region the model is obtained by,
where Y r,i,j represents the mean supervector of the GMM that best represents the j-th image of i-th face track in the r-th region, T r is the region specific rectangular matrix and w r,i,j is the region specific 'i-vector' and represents the region specific total variability. The extraction of region specific i-vectors from a probe image is compared to the region specific subject's model i-vectors using cosine distance scoring. Subsequently, all region specific cosine scores are summed and the score between the face track i and image t is calculated.
2) Comparing Sequences of Faces:
Face tracks are modelled using one of the previously mentioned face track modelling methods. After that, the score between two face tracks i and j is calculated as follows for the PLDA, GMM-FP, Local GMM-FP, ISV and Local ISV approaches,
where s av is the average distance between two face tracks, and C and L are the number of faces selected from face tracks i and j respectively. h score (O t , s i ) is the similarity score between two face tracks which is the linear score for the local GMM and local ISV as well as their global counterparts; or the LLR for PLDA. The metric is formulated to be symmetric (something which neither the LLR or linear score are) as this is required by HAC when clustering faces.
For the TVM and Local TVM approaches each face track is represented by the mean 'i-vector' of the face images. Then the distance between two face tracks is calculated based on cosine distance between the mean 'i-vector' of two face tracks i and j.
3) Clustering Faces: In this experiment the HAC with the complete linkage criteria is used to merge the two nearest cluster pairs. The similarity between two observations sets A and B, is calculated using complete linkage criteria as below,
where, a and b are face clusters.
IV. DATABASE AND EVALUATION PROTOCOLS

A. News Media Database
A highly variable news video database [8, 16] is used to evaluate the proposed framework. This database consists of 55 news videos with a total length of 123 minutes. In this database, 110 subjects appear, 50% of whom appear across multiple videos including two subjects who appear in 27 videos. Example images from the database are shown in Figure  2 . In this database the subjects identity and face bounding box location at every tenth frames is labeled. Subjects appearing for short periods of time are ignored.
This database has been divided into two subsets: dev and eval. The dev subset consists of 91, 231 annotated faces from 27 videos and the eval subset consists of 81, 812 annotated faces from 28 videos. In the dev subset 98 subjects appear, and in the eval subset 26 subjects appear. In both the dev and the eval subsets 14 subjects appear in common as there are no two approximately equal disjoint subsets. The dev subset is used to tune the system parameters, and the eval subset is used to evaluate the system performance. In this experiment, we used the MOBIO [17] database to train the UBM, Local ISV subspace U , PLDA and TVM.
B. Clustering Performance Metrics
Cluster purity, cluster coverage [18] and attribution error rate (AER) [3] are used to evaluate the system performance. Cluster purity and coverage are obtained by analyzing the dominant identity within each cluster. Cluster purity is the ratio of the total number of correctly clustered faces to the total number of faces in that cluster; and cluster coverage is the best coverage of a subject's face in a single cluster [18] . Average purity and average coverage are calculated as defined in Equations 19 and 20 of [8] respectively.
The attribution error rate (AER) [3] has been used to evaluate speaker attribution systems. The AER is an extension of diarization error rate (DER) [3] , and is a time based measurement of incorrectly labeled speaker time compared to the total amount of reference speaker time. We use the AER metric to evaluate the face clustering system. To calculate the AER, reference face annotation labels are concatenated to form the reference face identities. This is compared to the face clustering system label, which is obtained by concatenating the attribution labels.
V. EVALUATION OF FACE CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE
Seven face track modelling approaches are investigated for use in clustering: PLDA, Local GMM-FP, Local ISV, Local TVM, and their global counterparts, GMM-FP, ISV and TVM. These are evaluated on the news video database outlined in Section IV. We evaluate two different approaches to cluster faces across multiple videos: by ignoring (Section Section V A) and incorporating (Section V B) within video cues. A brief evaluation of the within video clustering is also presented in Section V-A.
A. Face Clustering Performance within a Single Video
The within video face clustering system performance is evaluated by averaging the diarisation error rate over each individual video, rather than over the whole corpus. Results are shown in Table I .
We obtained DERs of 32.3% and 26.5% on the dev and eval subsets respectively for the proposed approach. We obtain a high purity and low coverage on both dev and eval subsets. High purity indicates that the within video merge technique is not prone to incorrectly merging faces. The greatly increased coverage demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed approach. However, the coverage is limited by the presence of nonfrontal faces which are not detected, and due to the same subject appearing in multiple environments in a clip (although, the approach is not intended to handle this situation).
B. Face Clustering Performance across a Corpus 1) Ignoring within Video Cues:
In this approach the face tracks that result from the face tracking process are taken and merged these using HAC, i.e. the within video clustering technique outlined in Section III-A is not used.
For the GMM-FP, ISV, Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches, when extracting the DCT features block size of 12×12 with M = 44 has been used. In this experiment UBMs trained with 512 components using the MOBIO [17] database are used. In the ISV and Local ISV approaches a sub-space of 40 components is used. For the TVM approaches (TVM and Local TVM) a subspace of 300 components is used. For the Local GMM-FP and the Local ISV approaches a region size of 2 × 2 is used, and for Local TVM a region size of 4 × 4 is used. The GMM-FP, ISV and the TVM approaches are a special case of Local GMM-FP, Local ISV and the Local TVM, with a region size of 1 × 1 (i.e. a single region such that location information is not considered), and other parameters are the same as the local variants. For the PLDA based approach, normalized grey scale images are modelled using PLDA and a sub-space of 40 components is used. These parameters are tuned using the development subset. In all the approaches all faces, 40, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1 face images are selected to represent each face by sampling uniformly within the face track. Tables II and III show the face clustering system performance across the video corpus while ignoring within video cues on the dev and eval subsets respectively. It was found that the Local ISV approach performs best on both the dev and eval sets. The Local ISV system provide an average relative performance improvement of 27.6% compared to the PLDA approach. It has been observed that local approaches (i.e. Local GMM-FP, Local ISV and Local TVM) outperform their global counterparts on the dev set, but slight degradation is observed for Local GMM-FP on the eval set and this is likely caused caused by face alignment issues.
2) Incorporating within Video Cues:
In this approach, face tracks that result from the within video clustering process are taken, such that the input to the between video clustering is a set of longer and more complete face tracks. System parameters and training data are the same as in Section V-B1, with the exception of the Local GMM-FP and the Local ISV region size, which is now set to 4 × 4 as this showed optimum performance on the dev subset. In all the approaches all faces, 40, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1 face images are selected to represent each face by sampling uniformly within the face track.
Tables IV and V show the face clustering system performance across the video corpus by incorporating within video cues on the dev and eval subsets respectively. It was found that the Local ISV approach performs best on the dev set and the Local TVM approach performs best on the eval set. The Local TVM system provides an average relative performance improvement of 39.8% compared to the PLDA baseline when all face images are selected to represent the face track. It has been observed that the local approaches outperform their global counterparts with the exception of the GMM-FP method on the dev subset when 20 faces are used to represent face track and on the eval subset when 40 faces are used to represent face track, which performs marginally worse. It has been observed that when the number of faces selected from the face track is increased up to 40 images the GMM-FP based system performance also increases. The higher number of face samples used to enroll and compare faces results in the models better capturing variations in facial appearance, leading to improved performance. This same trend is not observed for the ISV approaches. ISV and Local ISV explicitly models and accounts for session variation, thus reducing the need for a large numbers of faces. The TVM and Local TVM based systems provide better performance as more faces are used to enroll and compare faces, resulting in the models better capturing variations in facial appearance. Tables II and IV , it can be seen that for all systems, improvements are achieved on the dev subset. The same trend is observed on the eval subset by comparing Tables III and V. Figure 3 shows the face clustering performance across the news video corpus for the dev set over the HAC threshold when 20 face images are selected to represent the face track. It can clearly be seen that PLDA performs poorly, and predominately merges faces incorrectly as the AER only drops slightly before increasing as more faces are merged. The MOBIO [17] data used to train the PLDA model contains predominately frontal faces, and more pose variation is observed in the news data than is present in MOBIO. As such, the PLDA approach is unable to cope with the large variations observed, and thus performs poorly. The three local approaches perform much better. The Local TVM approach is able to operate well at a wide range of thresholds (i.e. SUBSET. it is fairly stable between 0.75 and 0.85), while both the local GMM-FP and local ISV are more sensitive to threshold selection.
By comparing
Consideration also needs to be given to time constraints, as any approach needs to be able to scale to a large number of videos. Thus, the time taken for the face track enrollment and the face track similarity score calculation is calculated when using different face track modelling techniques. Table VI  and Table VII show the average CPU time taken (in seconds) for face track enrollment and comparison steps respectively. The system was implemented in Python and used the freely available signal processing and machine learning tool box, BOB [19] . The experiments were run on a single core of a Intel Xeon E5-2680.
From Table VI it has been observed that the time taken for the face track enrollment for all approaches increase with the number of faces, though TVM and PLDA are quicker than GMM-FP and ISV in all cases. But these are effectively only one-off computations, and comparison time is far more important for clustering. It should also be noted from Table  VII that processing times to compare face tracks increase with the number of faces that are extracted from each face track, making the use of a small number of faces preferable. It can be seen that the TVM based clustering system is faster compared to other approaches, particularly for the face comparison. This is due to the use of cosine distance scoring for TVM, while linear scoring is used for Local GMM-FP and Local ISV and the LLR is used for PLDA. The time taken to compare face tracks for the Local TVM based approach is 0.27 second when all face images are used; while for the Local GMM-FP and Local ISV approaches it is 633.92 and 1049.78 respectively. In the dev subset 218 face tracks are obtained from the within video clustering process. Thus, the distance metric is obtained for 23, 653 possible face track combinations. It should be also noted that when ignoring within video cues 458 face tracks are obtained on the dev subset, increasing the number of possible face track combinations to 104, 653. This clearly demonstrates the necessity for fast face track comparison, and the TVM based approaches are most suitable given this requirement.
We observe that the ISV approach outperforms the TVM approach which is expected given that previous research [2] has shown ISV to perform better for face verification. However, the Local TVM outperforms the Local ISV (except on the dev subset when 1, 10 and all faces are selected from the face track) and demonstrates that introducing spatial constraints leads to improved performance for the TVM (Local TVM) based approach. The evaluation presented has used models trained on the MOBIO [17] dataset, with conditions quite different to those observed in the news video data. Although PLDA performed poorly, the Local ISV, GMM-FP and TVM approaches were still able to achieve a moderate level of performance, despite the data mismatch. Previous research [20] has shown that TVM suffers less performance degradation than ISV when confronted with data mismatch between enrollment and testing data. This data mismatch condition which is common in the news video data might contribute to the improved Local TVM face clustering performance.
Overall, experimental results show that face clustering performance can be improved through the use of local methodologies, with Local TVM performing best, due to it's ability to model the session variation that is highly prevalent in news video data. Local TVM is also orders of magnitude faster when comparing sequences of faces compared to ISV, making it a far more practical choice as well. Furthermore, it has been shown that incorporating other cues (such as scene and appearance information) can aid performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we propose the Local Total Variability Modeling (Local TVM) approach to cluster faces across a news video corpus. A two stage process is proposed to cluster faces: First faces are clustered within a single video using simple cues such as colour and scene changes; and following this face track modelling and HAC is used to cluster faces across the complete corpus. We evaluate both the benefits of the first, within video clustering phase; and the impact of different face recognition approaches and the number of faces used in the second.
We evaluate seven different face recognition approaches: PLDA, Local GMM-FP, Local ISV, Local TVM and their global counterparts of GMM-FP, ISV and TVM. We have shown that Local TVM face clustering yields the best performance. Local TVM provides an average relative improvement of 39.8% compared to the PLDA baseline. This demonstrates the importance of introducing spatial constraints to TVM, which leads to improvement in the face clustering performance. Furthermore, it has been shown that clustering the faces within a single video using cues such as scene changes and local appearance improves the face clustering performance compared to ignoring this information. The significant speed advantage alongside comparable or better clustering performance compared to ISV makes TVM a strong choice for use in large multi-media systems.
The evaluation presented has used models trained on the MOBIO [17] dataset, with conditions quite different to those observed in the news video data. Although PLDA performed poorly, the Local ISV, GMM-FP and TVM approaches were still able to achieve a moderate level of performance, despite the data mismatch. Future work will look at using alternate data to train models, such as separate news video sources, Multi-PIE [21] , or a combination of databases. Another limitation of the proposed approach is the distance measure that is used to compare face tracks, which results in the need to set a detection threshold that varies widely for each system. The use of cross-likelihood ratio [16] , widely used in speaker attribution, compares pairs of face tracks to a UBM, such that positive values indicate support for a merge, will be investigated.
